FLI COVID-19 RESOURCES FOR FAITH LEADERS

General Resources

- Summary of President Trump’s Coronavirus Guidelines
- CDC’s COVID-19 Home Page
- United Nations’ COVID-19 FAQs
- Summary and Timeline of Political Actions Taken in Response to COVID-19

General Resources for Churches and Religious Organizations

- Wheaton College on How to Prepare Your Church for Coronavirus
- Facebook’s Resources for the Faith Community during COVID-19
- CDC’s Guidelines for the Faith Community
- FEMA on How to Help during the Pandemic
- HHS’s Center for Faith and Opportunity Initiatives on Recommended Practices and FAQs for the Faith Community
- First Liberty’s COVID-19 Page and Information on FLI’s COVID-19 Teleforum
- The Daily Signal: “15 Religious Leaders Share How to Hope during the Pandemic”
- Resources from the Family Research Council for Churches

Online Giving and Financial Resources for Faith-based Organizations:

- Guidestone’s Financial Resources for Churches and Ministries during COVID-19
- Discussion of Online Giving Platforms for Churches
- Guide to Online Giving for Churches
- An Overview of How to Setting-up Online Giving
- Discussion of Online Tithing options

Educational and other Resources for Families in your Faith Community

- CDC’s Tips to Keep Children Healthy during Coronavirus
- CDC’s Checklist for Preparing your Family if Someone has Coronavirus
- Focus on the Family’s Help for Families during the COVID-19 Crisis
- Online Civics Courses from U.S. Courts

*DISCLAIMER: FLI is not affiliated with any of the other organizations or agencies whose links are provided above.*